No-melt man
It doesn’t matter what the temperature is
outside. Draw this snowman to make a friend
that will never melt away.
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Draw a large circle. Then draw
a smaller circle overlapping the
first. Add a curved line across
the top circle.

Use curved lines to draw the
top of the hat. Add rounded
stick fingers to the arms. Then
use curved lines to complete
the scarf.

Turn the top curved line into an
oval. Add a carrot nose and the
start of two arms. Use curved
lines to start a scarf too.

Add detail lines to the hat, arms
and nose. Give the snowman
eyes and a mouth. Draw two
buttons on his belly. Finish by
adding detail lines to the scarf.
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Ho ho ho!

On Christmas Eve, Santa spreads Christmas
cheer. You can too. Sketch this project to wish
everyone a Merry Christmas!
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Draw a semi-circle with one slanted
side. Add small circles to the edges. Add
spirals inside the small circles. Draw a
candy cane under the sleigh. Connect the
cane and sleigh with short double lines.
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Draw a short rectangle arm off the right
side of the head and body. Add detail
lines to the body to make a belt, jacket
and hat. Add a curved line to the top of
the sack. Draw a square on the side of the
sleigh and a curved detail line.

Draw a question mark shape, starting at the
right-side spiral and going to the left spiral.
Draw a head shape just above the sleigh.
Add curved lines from the head to the sleigh
and to close up the question mark. Draw
another candy cane below the sleigh.
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Use scalloped lines to finish the sack, add
a pom-pom to the hat and make the hat
brim furry. Draw eyebrows, a nose and
a moustache. Add a left arm and mitten
hand. Add a mitten hand and cuff to the
right arm. Draw a belt buckle too.
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Draw an ear on the left side of the head.
Add bits of hair on both sides. Then draw
detail lines on the left sleeve.

Draw an ear on the right side of the head, and
add details to both ears. Draw small circle eyes
and a small mouth. Add details to the square.
Then write “Merry Christmas” inside it.

